For each kit, this package contains:

For 4747-5891
2 - 4747-579 Mounting assembly
2 - 1201B661 Lug nuts

For 4741A5791
2 - 4741-579 Mounting assembly
2 - 1201C636 Lock nuts
2 - 1201B661 Lug nuts

Tools Required:  Slotted screwdriver
Crescent wrench

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Using a slotted screwdriver, carefully remove the two plastic fillers located in the center of the front or rear ABS plastic body panel.

2. Insert the proper mounting assemblies through the hole in the front or rear panel with the long exposed all thread end outside the panel surface.

3. Placing the crescent wrench on the exposed welded nut, tighten the assemblies securely into the interior bulkhead.

4. Destiny Series Trailers:
   a. Position tire and rim on mounting assembly against the welded stop nut and tighten securely with the two lug nuts (1201B661) provided.

5. Grand Tour Series Trailers:
   a. Follow steps 1 through 3.
   b. Place a lock nut (1201C636) on each mount and turn until approximately 3/4" of thread is exposed. This will insure against possible panel damage once the tire is mounted.
   c. Position tire and rim on mounting assembly and tighten securely with the two lug nuts (1201B661) provided.